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Smart Seller Manager Main Goals

• Automatic vendor communication 

▪ SSM  triggers emails from pre-designed templates in UMS
▪ SSM  is able to provide specific placeholders, e.g.

• Adjustable links to watchlist / transactions by type etc.
• Values (OOS rate / DOL / PSOL)
• Seller Name / ID

• Automatic vendor penalties

▪ SSM  triggers pending or immediate transaction based specific events / time, e.g.
• Compensations for cancellations
• Compensations for quality returns
• Compensations for counterfeit

• Automatic vendor DOL / PSOL and SKU-level sales limitations

▪ SSM  regulates PSOL / DOL based on historical performance

• Automatic cancellations of delayed orders

▪ SSM cancels overdue orders automatically e.g.
• RTS longer than xh 
• Pending longer than xth

SSM is to improve vendor operations via automatization of incentives: 
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How this works: Smart Seller Manager

Path: Administration >> Seller > Smart Seller Manager



How this works: Rule vs group of rules

Groups Rules

GroupRule

Perform one or multiple actions based on 
conditions >> all actions has to fulfill given 

conditions (e.g. add counterfeit order items to 
the watchlist)

Coordinated set of rules which achieves 
common overall purpose (e.g. 

compensations for cancellations)

Example



How this works: Adding new rule

<<< Name of the rule > for navigation purposes

<<<Type of the trigger – event based or scheduled:
1. For event we need to define type of the event
2. For scheduled object (e.g. seller / order item / SKU) and time

<<< Status can be updated after, recommended to enable after the rule is 
published

<<< Description is not mandatory

<<< Defining data context to which we will refer in conditions / actions*

<<< Assigning to previously created group for better navigation

<<< Delay in hours, 0 if no delay

<<< Criteria based on which the action will be performed*

<<< Action performed: can be multiple: each action have different 
parameters to be defined*

*More explanations after



How this works: Example no. 1 Late Fulfillment

• 6:00 AM: Adding tag to items  for 20h (1 rule per 
type of vendor and per item status)

▪ Add various order items to the watchlist being in a certain status for longer 
than x second

• 6:15 AM: Sending preventive communication (1 
rule)

▪ Vendors who has tagged item get notification with the link

• 11:00 PM: Sending post-trigger communication 
and actual cancellation (1 rule)

▪ All order items with tags  whose statuses are not updated  get cancelled

▪ Vendor receives notification

Rule Name Condition - examples

Add 
pending 
global items

seller.taxClass == 'internationall' and 
Timing.isHoliday(Timing.now(),seller.id) == false and orderItem.status 
== OrderItemStatuses.pending and 
Timing.now().diff(orderItem.createdAt) > 75600

Add VPU 
based 
pending

seller.taxClass == 'local' and orderItem.shipmentType == 
OrderItemShipmentTypes.dropShipping and seller.shortCode in 
['NG1084I’,….','NG10J3B'] and 
Timing.isHoliday(Timing.now(),seller.id) == false and orderItem.status 
== OrderItemStatuses.pending and 
Timing.now().diff(orderItem.createdAt) > 25200

... ...

Add Ready 
To Ship  
DropShippi
ng

seller.taxClass == 'local' and orderItem.shipmentType == 
OrderItemShipmentTypes.crossDocking and 
Timing.isHoliday(Timing.now(),seller.id) == false and orderItem.status 
== OrderItemStatuses.readyToShip and 
Timing.now().diff(orderItem.readyToShipAt) > 284400



How this works: Example no. 2: Compensations

• Event based: Adding tags order items and sellers with 167 h expiry (1 rule per fee)

▪ Add item tag  based on return event and specific return reason

• Wed, 6:00 AM: Create pending transaction due in 74 and assign vendor tag (1 rule per fee)

▪ Create specific transaction type due in 72h for the items with tags (due on Sat 8:00 am)

• Wed, 7:00 AM: Sending preventive communication (1 rule)

▪ To all vendors with tagged items  specific reason 

• Sat, 9:00 AM: Sending post-trigger communication (1 rule)

▪ All vendor who are tagged for post-trigger and have transaction created in the last two 
hours (pending transaction become current at Sat, 8 AM



How this works: Example no. 3: Product Quality Sales Limit
• Wed, 6:00 Add tags to  low quality SKU (1 rule)

▪ Tags will run until Sat 7 and will serve for preventive communication overview

• Wed, 7:00 AM: Sending preventive communication (1 rule)
▪ Too all vendor who has tagged SKU with specific reason 

• Sat, 7:00 AM: Add actual tags to  low quality SKU (1 rule)
▪ Tags  will serve for post-trigger communication and actual limitations

• Sat, 9:00 AM: Sending post-trigger communication (1 rule)
▪ All tagged vendors for post-trigger and with transaction created in the last two hours (pending transaction become current at Sat, 8 AM

• Event - based: Delist all all SKU if more than 2 orders daily and tagged 1 rule)
▪ If condition fulfilled, product go online

• Daily 1:00 AM, Put all previously tagged  products live (1 rule)
▪ Bring back delisted products



How this works: Example no 4: Vendor DOL PSOL

• Wed, 7:00 AM: Sending preventive communication (each rule 
per cancellation rate threshold)

▪ Too all vendors which fall into criteria

• Wed, 8:00 AM: Sending post-trigger communication & 
assigning DOL / PSOL (each rules per 1 cancellation rate 
threshold)

▪ Effective at Sat 9:00, all vendor which fall into criteria

• Sat, 6:00 AM: Reset all DOL / PSOL
▪ 2 hours before new DOL / PSOL are assigned automatically all DOL / PSOL are set to 10000



Exception management - timing and impact as per examples

Vendor DOL Product quality 
limitation Compensations Late fulfillment 

cancellation

Preventive 
Communication - 

Wednesday Morning

Preventive 
Communication - 

Wednesday Morning

Preventive 
Communication - 

Wednesday Morning

Preventive 
Communication - 

Everyday* Morning

Post-trigger and Action 
Communication - 
Saturday Morning

Post-trigger 
Communication - 
Saturday Morning

Post-trigger and 
Pending transaction 

become current - 
Communication - 
Saturday Morning

Post-trigger and Action 
Communication - 

Everyday* Evening

Tagging - Wednesday 
Morning

Preventive 
Communication - 

Wednesday Morning

Creating pending 
transactions - 

Wednesday Morning

Preventive 
Communication - 

Everyday* Morning

No Actual Action: all 
products which are are 
tagged are limited daily

Currently not possible to exclude 
exceptions from preventive comms

Currently not possible to exclude 
exceptions from preventive comms

Currently not possible to exclude 
exceptions from preventive comms

Wednesday - Friday evening > 
possible window to prevent 

post-trigger communication and 
action: TAG MANAGER

Wednesday - Friday evening > 
possible window to prevent 

post-trigger communication and limit 
imposing: TAG MANAGER

Wednesday - Friday evening > 
possible window to delete pending 
transaction (not TAG MANAGER)

Tuesday Evening: possible window to 
prevent communication and creating 

pending transaction - TAG 
MANAGER

All day until 11 pm  > possible 
window to delete tags to prevent post 
trigger mail and cancellation ( TAG 

MANAGER)

Any time after action to add / delete 
limited products TAG MANAGER



Exception management - tags understanding - examples
Removing this prevents from 
creating pending transactions

Removing this prevents from 
creating pending transactions

Removing this prevents from 
sending mails (prev / post trigger))

Removing this prevents from 
creating pending transactions

Removing this prevents from 
sending mails (prev / post trigger))

Removing this prevents from 
creating pending transactions

Removing this prevents from 
cancellation and post-trigger mail

Removing this prevents from 
cancellation and post-trigger mail

Removing this prevents from 
sending mails (prev / post trigger))

Removing this prevents from 
sending mails (post trigger))

N/A - short time span 

N/A - short time span 

Removing prevents from 
post-trigger and limitation imposing

Removing prevents from 
post-trigger and limitation imposing

Removing prevents from 
post-trigger and limitation imposing

N/A - old tag

Removing prevents from 
post-trigger and limitation imposing

Removing this prevents from sku 
being limited (also after sat 9:00)
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Exception management - execution (tag manager)
Administration > System > Tag Manager

http://guide.sellercenter.net/tag-manager/

Login: rocket Password: rock4me

1) Export Tag list to analyse exception 2) Add / remove / edit tags by object

Config onlyTag management by object type

Csv export Add new tag

Search

Remove or 
add

Remove or 
add

Remove or 
add

Remove or 
add

Details

Tag name & expiry

Tag name & expiry

Tag name & expiry

Tag name & expiry

http://guide.sellercenter.net/tag-manager/


Appendix: Action: SendEmail part 1

Action sends an email to selected vendors

Step 1. Prepare template in UMS with desired placeholder and unlock IP from SC (templates to 
be provided by local teams)

● After the template is created, go interface, double click on the email and add IP to 
restrictions

List of IPs HERE

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1mlo-gMEyMADD0QMy0oNaun7cY9Uvv9vFqLb1i4vMuUY/edit#gid=0


Appendix: Action: SendEmail part 2

Step 2. Map ID from UMS to seller center templates for each language (per country)



Appendix: Action: SendEmail part 3

Step 3. Add action SendEmail with the right template to your rule

…

Step 4. Make sure that placeholders are aligned between SC & UMS

Step 5. Make sure you test your communication e.g. by using test seller shortcode in condition 
of the rule: seller.shortCode == “KE2324”



Appendix: Tag manager Part 1

Action adds tags to: OrderItem, Product, Seller instead of watchlist

http://guide.sellercenter.net/tag-manager/

Set - up the tags:
Administration > 

System > Tag Manager

Assign tag in actions

Call the tag in condition

http://guide.sellercenter.net/tag-manager/


Appendix: Action: SetDailyOrderLimit

Action sets DOL per vendor

<<< Input values

Value can be defined e.g. as:
● Math.round(Math.max(2,sellerStatistics.averageDailyItemsFulfilled * 0.5))
● 4



Appendix: Action: CreatePendingTransaction

Action creates transaction due in certain time period

<<< Correct account statement group

<<< Always input “orderItem.id”

<<< Credit / debit (has to be consistent with the name of the account statement 
group): if “credit” in the name then “credit” otherwise debit as default

<<< Transaction value

<<< Input 0<<< Transaction value

<<< Input 0<<< Transaction value

<<< Leave blank

<<< In how many hours transaction becomes “current” from “pending”



Appendix: Action: SetProductstoNotAuthorized
Action delists products

<<< Always input “product.productSetId

<<< Choose the reason



Appendix: FAQ Part 1
How do I update the 
rule?

Case 1: rule has not been published > just edit the rule
Case 2: rule has been published > create similar rule with your updates and add the same name

How do I launch a new 
rule?

1. Double check if data are correct (especially condition / timing / action)
2. Publish the rule (cannot edit afterwards)
3. Enable the rule

How do I test the rule? 1. To test a rule, e.g. communication, it is recommended to create as a mirror rule with specific condition 
e.g. limited to only 1 test  seller: seller.shortCode == "NG10L3U"

How vendor can browse 
the watchlists / tags?

1. SKU (products)
● Filter tagged (for tags) will be added to the catalog
● Filter watchlist already exist

2. Orders: possible search for specific tags
3. Transactions can be filter by pending

The relevant preventive and post-trigger communication should include all the above.

How vendor support 
team can manage 
exceptions?

1. Review deferred actions in SSM (only if actions are deferred)
2. Review tags in Tag Manager (only if tags assigned)
3. Watchlist can be viewed only on the vendor level (to be migrated to SSM)
4. Pending transactions can be viewed in Finance/Transactions



Appendix: FAQ Part 2
“Exclude Seller from the 
Smart Seller Management 
system” in Seller Attributes 
template - what does it do ? 
Exclude seller from SSM 
action overall?

I. Manage exception (weekly)
II. Set specific condition for the rule e.g. if jumia global we put condition vendor.taxclass = 'local' or vendor.age > 28 
days

What is the implication of 
the tag on my orders?

The implication depends on tag type of tag and might have various implications, specifically for orders:
a) late fulfillment - order will be cancelled is status not updated (but e.g. if it has a tag "late fulfillment - pending" but 
was updated to Ready to Ship, the tag will not result in order cancellation) - cancellation usually happens in evening 
while orders are tagged in the morning
b) compensations - this tag will imply that specific orders will generate penalty transaction based on cancellation, 
counterfeit or quality return - transaction are usually created once a week while order tags stays for a week

why do I have a tag on new 
orders?

Exact cancellation / compensation criteria might vary across Jumia Countries and it has to be investigated if the 
behaviour is expected

How do you calculate my 
DOL?

DOL is usually calculated based on cancellation rate over last 28 days with one week offset + vendor senioty: usually 
we look at: >10% cancellation rate, 5-10%, 2.5%-5%, new vendor <28 days. Vendor below 2.5% cancellation rate 
have no DOL while other groups 5-10%, 2.5%-5% reflect calculation based on daily fulfillment capacity (historically). 
Vendor above 10% cancellation are punished with very low DOL (e.g. in NG 2 orders per day)



Appendix: FAQ Part 3
How long is a DOL meant to 
stay if the vendor now has 
good operational 
performance?

DOL are assigned weekly and for a week time. The calculation is offset though (as above).

Why does all customer 
rejection affect seller score?

Not all rejections affect seller score. We consider only quality rejections e.g. product is damaged, product has bad 
quality, wrong product has been sent. The same applies to compensation for quality returns.

Is there a limit to the 
frequency in which I am 
charged for OOS, Return or 
Counterfeit?

No. All charges will apply if specific event occurs. Charges are applied on the weekly basis.

Can I get charged for any 
two or all three charges at 
the same time?

OOS & Returns are mutually exclusive. For counterfeit and return, it depends on the country but usually should also 
imply only one penalty.



Definition of most common KPIs used in SSM

seller.age sellerRating.rating sellerRating.cancellationRate sellerRating.returnRate sellerRating.shipped24hRate

sellerRating.averageRating productStatistic.numberOfGlobal
Returns ProductsStatistic.returnRate productsStatistic.rejectionRate productsStatistic.dailySales

Age of seller expressed in days, 
seller created historically before 

age was implemented have 
value zero as well, hence new 
seller are seller.age < 28 and 

seller.age > 0

Seller ranking, a value between 
0.00 and 5.00

Cancellation rate of seller as per 
seller rating set up (usually 28 
days with 1 week offset) - x we 
can check in seller KPI setup

Return rate of seller as per seller 
rating set up 

Shipped below 24 hours as per  
seller rating set-up

As per rating but over last 3 
months

Number of total returns per 
product (period and offset 

customizable in configuration 
parameters in weeks)

Return rate of a particular SKU 
(period and offset customizable 
in configuration parameters in 

weeks)

Rejection rate of a particular 
SKU (period and offset 

customizable in configuration 
parameters in weeks)

Amount of orders on a particular 
day (per SKU)



Cron scheduler

When rule is being created - editable not published cron scheduler 
appears with full description

When rule is being created - published and not editable cron scheduler 
appears coded

a b c d e

a) Minutes (0-59) 
b) Hours (0-23)

c) Days of month (1-31)
d) Months (1-12)

e) Weekday (1 - Monday, 7 - Sunday)

E.g. 
0 6 * * 3 stands for every Wednesday 6:00 AM all months / days
45 22 * * 1-5 stands for Mon to Fri , 10:45 PM all months / days

Overlap with conditions: the planned outcome can be achieved also with conditions: e.g. exclude weekend / exclude holidays: then we can schedule 
cron for everyday but put in condition for example :   … and Timing.weekdaySunday == false and ...



Appendix: Conditions - examples

Formula Meaning

seller.taxClass == 'local' and orderItem.shipmentType == OrderItemShipmentTypes.dropShipping and 
seller.shortCode not in 
['NG101Y9','NG10A0F','NG10SKD','NG101S8','NG1046P','NG10MBZ','NG1021J','NG10A0D','...,'NG10J
3B'] and Timing.isHoliday(Timing.now(),seller.id) == false and orderItem.status == 
OrderItemStatuses.pending and Timing.now().diff(orderItem.createdAt) > 25200

Applies to all pending order items of local vendor 
in dropshipping outside of listed categories where 
pending status for more than 25200 seconds and 
day is not holiday 

seller.age > 30 and (orderItem.returnReason == "customer_r_11-_quality_-_item_damaged" or 
orderItem.returnReason == "customer_r_12-_quality_-_package_damaged" or orderItem.returnReason == 
"customer_r_14-_quality_-_electronic_item_does_not_turn_on" or orderItem.returnReason == 
"customer_r_15-_quality_-_item_defective_after_using_it" or orderItem.returnReason == 
"returns_r_18-_failed_delivery_processed_as_return")

Applies to all order items with return reasons 
listed and only for vendors with age more than 30 
days

orderItem.isOnWatchlist == true and orderItem.watchlistReason == "quality return - medium" Applies to order items on the watchlist with 
specific order reasons

productStatistic.globalReturnRate > 0.04 and productStatistic.numberOfGlobalReturns > 3 and 
(Category.isInSubtree(product.primaryCategoryId,420) or … or 
Category.isInSubtree(product.primaryCategoryId,501))) or (productStatistic.globalReturnRate > 0.02 and 
productStatistic.numberOfGlobalReturns > 3 and (Category.isInSubtree(product.primaryCategoryId,3447) 
or .. or Category.isInSubtree(product.primaryCategoryId,3253))) or (productStatistic.rejectionRate > 0.06 
and productStatistic.numberOfGlobalReturns > 3 and 
(Category.isInSubtree(product.primaryCategoryId,420) or … or 
Category.isInSubtree(product.primaryCategoryId,501))) or (productStatistic.rejectionRate > 0.03 and 
productStatistic.numberOfGlobalReturns > 3 and (Category.isInSubtree(product.primaryCategoryId,3447) 
or … or Category.isInSubtree(product.primaryCategoryId,3253)))

Applies to products with return/rejection rate 
above x , min returns/rejection no & from 
subcategories of specific L1 categories listed.



Seller Center Guide - when in doubt

For more details please visit:

http://guide.sellercenter.net/smart-seller-manager/

http://guide.sellercenter.net/tag-manager/

Login: rocket

Password: rock4me

http://guide.sellercenter.net/smart-seller-manager/
http://guide.sellercenter.net/tag-manager/

